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Pink Date is a prize-winning game with payout from big plush approx 90– 120cm size.
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Prize-Games

The cabinet with perfect know-how

The Pink Date did not become what it is by chance. The whole design should highlight the plush-prize and
make the machine look inconspicuous. The matt black color of the cabinet makes the cabinet appear
inconspicuous. The large, rounded glass door reveals the entire prize and the course of the game. The product
presentation is supported by mirrors and light - this comes from below through a frosted glass pane so that
this lighting does not disturb the player.

Strong LED ceiling spotlights flood
the prize for a better presentation

Elegant, round glasdoor
with a surrounding LED
light tube that clearly
shows the removal area

Inconspicuous cabinet in matt black
Large mirror to reinforce the
product presentation

The floor, which is
illuminated with dampened
milk glass, is no coincidence
either ...
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Game Explanation
The player controls the cutter up to the string with a push button. If the string is cut, the glass
door opens and the player can take the prize.
There are instructions on Pink Date how to operate the machine in form of stickers with
pictures and text on the device.

1. The player presses the push button
and keeps it pressed ...

2. ... until the cutter has reached its
destination. In the right position ...

3.… the automatic cut cuts the holding
string.

4. The glass door will open
automatically and the prize can be take
out.
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The security technology of the Pink Date prevents further acceptance of money after the prize
has been awarded. Only when a new prize has been added can new games be awarded.

further security feature:
in the cabin there is a large green button
on the floor. In the event that a player
enters the cabin while withdrawing his
prize and the door is closed, the player can
use this button to open the door himself.

payment methods on Pink Date

Standart
coins

option
notes

option
NFC-payment:
Credit cards, Mobiles with
apple-pay, Samsung-pay…
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... and therefore take the Pink Date from GACK:

consulting & sales

technical support; repairs

replacement and spare parts
teile

Dimensions from Pink Date:
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Pink Date is so popular for operators and players that the first GACK
3.49t Pink Date containers have been buildt.

New construction or
retrofitting of an existing
container - both are possible.

Post: D-48455 Bad Bentheim, Brüsseler Strasse 28,
E-Mail: F.terHorst@gack.de
Internet: www.gack.de
Telefon: (+49) 05924 789 70
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